DATA SH E E T

Intapp Integrate

Intapp Integrate provides a simple, straightforward way to
create and manage data communications across a variety
of software systems. It allows organizations to streamline
IT data architecture, implement master data management
initiatives and automate a broad variety of critical business
processes.
Enabling organizations to rapidly address common
challenges including new matter intake, user provisioning
and distribution list management, Intapp offers pre-built
templates, best practices and access to an energetic,
collaborative user community.

Intapp Integrate makes executing a broad range of IT projects
quick and easy. It’s been called the “no brainer” alternative to
custom coding. (It’s also been called: “the magic box,” “a homework
machine” and “my vacation” by IT managers.)

• Workspace Creation
• CRM Management
• Cost Imports

Process Automation

IT Architecture

Critical business processes depend on the quick and accurate
movement of data, documents and other assets among software
applications. Today, firms are using Intapp Integrate to streamline
and automate processes including:

Many organizations struggle with the complexities and data
quality challenges brought on by the continuing introduction of
new software applications. Creating a simplified IT architecture
based on the principles of centralized, master data management
can deliver significant benefits. The approach enables effective
response to challenges including:

• New Business Intake
• Lawyer & User Provisioning
• Distribution List Management
• BPM / Workflow
• Reporting & Notifications

• Master Data Management
• Firm Mergers
• HR System Rollouts
• Practice Management System Rollouts
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Application Enhancement

• HR Pro

Firms often struggle with the functional limits of packaged
applications or cloud services. These may include restricted APIs,
limited customization capabilities or lack of native connectors
for existing business systems and processes. Intapp Integrate
provides a way to rapidly enhance a number of standard
applications, including accounting, portal and CRM systems.
Intapp Integrate has been used to enhance the functionality of
applications including:

• iManage

• Elite 3E
• Chrome River
• NetDocuments
• SharePoint
• Workday
• Aderant
• MOJ Portals
• Dun & Bradstreet
• InterAction
• eBillingHub
The Intapp Advantage
Intapp understands legal IT and focuses specifically on
the challenges facing law firms. Intapp Integrate enables
organizations to address their specific operational objectives
quickly, without the cost, complexity and time required by custom
development. And as the industry standard for integration,
the product has been tailored to work with standard legal
applications.
Flexibility, Without Custom Coding
Intapp integrates with a broad variety of applications and supports
multiple data communication standards. Intapp also offers prebuilt templates so that firms can quickly execute projects — all
without custom development or coding. The product provides
direct access to templates for systems including:
• Active Directory
• Aderant
• Carpe Diem
• Chrome River
• DTE
• Elite 3E
• Exchange
• FileSurf

• Interaction
• LegalKEY
• NetDocuments
• NuView MyHRIS
• PeopleSoft
• PowerShell
• ProLaw
• Recommind
• SharePoint
• SQL Server
• StarLaw
• Workday
Solutions Delivered With Speed and Ease
Intapp Integrate is not simply an IT project; it is a platform that
can accelerate and enhance almost any IT initiative. In practice,
teams find that projects that have been delayed or shelved due
to resource constraints or complexity, become possible once
the product has been added to the equation. (In practice, many
Intapp customers adopt Intapp Integrate with a single project in
mind, then find the capability of the product delivers significant
additional value.)

“We considered another software option
for business intake from a vendor claiming
to provide seamless, native integration
with our firm’s systems. But on closer
examination, we discovered that significant
custom integrations would still need to be
built during project implementation. Rather
than go down a path that would have added
significant complexity, time and risk to our
project, we opted for the architecturally
cleaner, quicker and more cost-effective
approach provided by Intapp Integrate.”
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